
         Kilo Middle School Discipline Plan / Intervention Flow Chart
  Additional Behavior Interventions              2022 - 2023       STAR Expectations
A comprehensive list of behavior (Revised 8/22/22) Safe
intervention strategies and ideas Thoughtful
 can be found at pbisworld.com Accepting

        OBSERVE PROBLEM BEHAVIOR Responsible

  "Mistakes" (Occuring in Same Class Period)                 Minor Infractions (Teacher Managed)                   Major Infractions (Admin Managed)
Defiance/Failure to Cooperate  Defiance/Failure to Cooperate -On-Going Behavior>3xs/wk Major Disruption -Significantly disrupts the teaching process
  Not working, refusing to comply, arguing, lying Disruption -On-Going  Behavior >3 xs/wk HIB -Intentional electronic, written, verbal, physical acts
Disruption Technology Misuse(Defiance) -On-Going Behavior>3xs/wk Fighting (2-way) -Mutual participants in incident of violence
  Talking, making noises, out of seat Inappropriate Language -On-Going Behavior >3 xs/wk Assault (1-way) -Force or violence upon another person
Technology Misuse (Defiance) Dress Code Violation -Repeated violation after correction Destruction of Property -Intentional - graffiti, vandalism
  Phone out, earphones in, messaging, gaming Disrespect -Minor dismissive or rude acts or expressions Leaving Campus -Truancy/Leaving campus w/o permission
Inappropriate Language Academic Dishonesty -Copying/Cheating on test/Plagerism Alcohol/Drugs/Tobacco -Possess, use, buy, sell, give
  Swearing, name-calling, negative talk, racial slurs Physical Contact/Aggression -Play-fighting / Horseplay Sexually Inappropriate Conduct -Makes others feel unsafe
Dress Code Violation Property Misuse -Easily cleaned or restored Theft -Taking something of value w/o owner's knowledge
  Easily covered up, changed, or corrected Robbery -Taking something of value w/ threat of force

** Teacher has 1:1 restorative conversation w/ student Weapons -Possession, threats, conversation, images

                        1st Misbehavior:    using AFFECTIVE STATEMENTS, identifying the harm done Arson -Intentionally setting something on fire
Redirect student, reteach behavior, offer the                    and who was affected by the behavior. Gang Intimidation -Gang-related dress, behavior/activities
calming corner and/or manipulatives from    Teacher enters Synergy Referral as a "MINOR Infraction"
corner, discuss potential +/- consequences.  and documents ALL teacher interventions attempted so far. Call 4700 for Administrative Support / Student Removal

                  Teacher contacts the parent/guardian.  (Teacher emails description of incident within 15 min)
                  Did the behavior change?        Administration enters Synergy Referral as a MAJOR

                               Did the behavior change?          Infraction and assigns Disciplinary Consequences.
      Yes        No              Administration contacts the parent/guardian.

      Yes        No
Acknowledge     2nd Misbehavior: Referral       Further MAJOR Behaviors
and reward Redirect/reteach,offer Acknowledge     2nd Minor (Similar Behavior): to be

correct a short break, teacher and reward Teacher enters Synergy Referral as completed Call 4700 for Administrative Support / Student Removal
behaviors interventions, teacher correct a "MINOR Infraction" and assigns by the end  (Teacher emails description of incident within 15 min)

managed consequences behaviors the student a LUNCH DETENTION. of school day      Administration enters Synergy Referral as a MAJOR
Teacher contacts parent/guardian. Utilize            Infraction & Assigns Interventions/Discipline.

                  Did the behavior change? Language Link           Administration contacts the parent/guardian.
                                 Did the behavior change? as needed. ____________________________

      Yes        No    Administrative action for continuing behaviors may include:
      Yes        No   Removal from Class, After School Detention, ISS, Community

Acknowledge  **3rd Misbehavior: Referral     Service, Restorative Circle, Restorative Conference, Parent 
and reward Teacher has a 1:1 Referral Acknowledge     3rd Minor (Similar Behavior): to be  Meeting, SIT Referral, FBA, Threat Assessment, Plan of Support,
correct restorative conversation to be and reward Teacher enters Synergy Referral as completed               and short or long-term Out of School Suspension.
behaviors with student. completed correct a "MAJOR Infraction" and assigns by the end Re-Entry meetings w/ Admin will be held for students receiving

Teacher enters a by the end behaviors student AFTER SCHOOL DETENTION. of school day    exclusionary discipline prior to the student returning to class
Synergy Referral as a of school day Teacher contacts parent/guardian. Utilize   Missed work must be provided - See Staff Handbook
"Minor Infraction." Utilize Language Link

Teacher contacts the Language Link                                  Did the behavior change? as needed.    If Behaviors Continue, Student's Teachers Should Consider Initiating 

parent/guardian. as needed.   "Student of Concern" Process/Formal MTSS Referral
      Yes        No        Students with 2-5 Majors or 6-15 Similar Minor

** Teachers are encouraged to conduct the 1:1 Acknowledge Behaviors will automatically  be screened to the MTSS 
     Restorative Conversations with students in private. and reward

     If needed, please call 4700 to request that admin correct *If you believe a student is experiencing a crisis,   When working with Special Education students, please
     come and monitor the rest of the class while the behaviors please call Mrs. Hove (4708) or Mr. Daniel (4715)   refer to the IEP/504 adaptations and/or behavior plan.
     conversation takes place outside of the classroom. immediately.  If no response, call 4700.      The IEP takes precedent over progressive discipline.
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